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Abstract 

The central line-depths of absorption lines depend upon stellar temperature. By dividing the 
central line-depth of such a line with a central line-depth independent of temperature, a 
thermometer of relative star temperatures is obtained in the form of a line-depth ratio (LDR), 
once it is related to an effective temperature scale. Such thermometers are known to give 
precise results which is why the method is pursued. 
The purpose of this work is to rank LDRs according to a set of criteria to find the most 
suitable ratio to measure temperature. This is done based on a set of LDRs measured for a 
large sample of dwarf stars with known effective temperature, atmospheric pressure and 
chemical composition. Numerous LDRs are eliminated because their temperature dependence 
are limited to a short temperature interval. Further LDRs are eliminated due to dependence on 
the atmospheric pressure and chemical composition of the LDR. The remaining LDRs are 
ranked based on the strength of temperature dependence, the fit of the representative 
polynomial to the data points and the number of data points available. The best ranked LDR 
provides a temperature resolution smaller than 10 K over a temperature interval of 4500-
6250 K, assuming an uncertainty in LDR of 0.01. 

  



Sammanfattning 

Stjärnor kan grovt sagt approximeras med en svart kropp. Detta betyder att stjärnan har en 
maxemission vid en våglängd som beror av temperaturen då spektrumet liknar en 
Planckkurva. En del fotoner exciterar atomer i stjärnans atmosfär och når därför inte oss. Om 
det är många fotoner av samma våglängd som inte når oss skapas det en absorptionslinje. De 
djupaste absorptionslinjerna kommer att vara placerade vid den våglängd där stjärnan 
emitterar mest ljus. Eftersom den våglängden beror på stjärntemperaturen så beror även 
linjedjupet på temperaturen. Detta faktum, att djupet av en absorptionslinje beror på 
temperaturen, är vad som används i metoden att bestämma temperatur som den här rapporten 
behandlar. 
Tyvärr så finns det fler parametrar som kan påverka linjedjupet och två av dem har undersökts 
här. 
Absorptionslinjer uppstår inte enbart på grund av vad för emission stjärnan har utan också på 
ämnessammansättningen av atmosfären. Det vill säga, om atmosfären har en hög halt av t.ex. 
syre så kommer det uppstå starkare absorptionslinjer vid våglängder som motsvarar 
elektronövergångar i syre. 
Vilket tryck det är i atmosfären har också en påverkan på linjedjupet. Vid högre tryck är det 
fler kollisioner mellan atomer vilket stör elektron-foton interaktionen. Det gör att 
absorptionslinjen breddas och då påverkas även djupet av absorptionslinjen. 

För att göra metoden mer stabil använder man inte linjedjup direkt utan man använder 
linjedjup från två absorptionslinjer och delar det ena värdet med det andra. Detta kallas för ett 
linjedjupförhållande. För att skapa en bra termometer bör den ena linjen vara starkt 
temperaturberoende medan den andra är oberoende. Idén med metoden är att man ska mäta ett 
linjedjupsförhållande från den stjärna man är intresserad av och från den informationen få en 
temperatur som resultat. För att det ska fungera behöver man först hitta ett förhållande mellan 
temperatur och linjedjupsförhållande. 

Anledningen till att man är intresserad av den här metoden är att man kan få väldigt 
noggranna resultat. Dock går det inte att bestämma en absolut temperatur med så små fel utan 
man får istället jämföra stjärnor med varandra och får på så sätt en relativ temperatur. 

Målet med detta examensarbete är att ranka de bästa av 221 stycken linjedjupsförhållanden 
med hjälp av ett antal kriterier. De tre bäst rankade linjedjupsförhållandena är alla oberoende 
av ämnessammansättningen och trycket i atmosfären. Det bäst rankade linjedjupsförhållandet 
har en osäkerhet i temperatur mindre än 10 K över ett temperaturintervall av 1750 K vilket 
gör det till ett användbart förhållande. 
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1. Introduction 

Stars can, to a first approximation, be approximated as black bodies. One explanation for this 
is that stars are usually far from each other which means that no light reaches them from other 
stars. All stars emit radiation which can be approximated as a Planck curve with maximum 
emission in a region that depends on the effective stellar temperature. Could this be a way of 
determining the temperature of a star? No, because we do not observe a perfect Planck curve. 
There are two reasons why that is both of which originate from the fact that stars have 
atmospheres. 
The first reason is that the atoms and molecules in the atmosphere will absorb photons that 
correspond to their excited states. When photons are reemitted, most probably, it will not be 
in the initial direction. If there is much of one kind of atom or molecule, dark lines at the 
corresponding wavelengths of its excited states will be the result. When the spectrum is 
observed there will be a background continuum on which absorption lines are superposed. 
The position and the line-depth of the absorption lines depend on the chemical composition of 
the atmosphere. 
The second reason, and the one which is the most noticeable, is that depending on the stellar 
temperature different sets of atoms and molecules will be excited no matter the composition 
of the atmosphere. This is because at different temperatures the maximum photon output is at 
different wavelengths which means that the atoms or molecules it can readily excite, and 
thereby create absorption lines for, varies with temperature, see Figure 1.1. 

 
Figure 1.1: Overview of common absorption lines that are visible at different temperatures. In 

addition it gives an indication of how strong each line is depending on the stellar 
temperature. 
© Kaler 2011 p.98 

The fact that line-depths may depend on temperature is going to be the foundation of what 
will be discussed in this report as an alternative method of finding effective stellar 
temperatures. An example of a method in wide use is a photometric method which deduces 
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star temperatures from measurements of the star intensities in e.g. the B and V filters (Gray 
2005). This is possible because of the temperature dependence of the Planck curve. With the 
alternative spectroscopic method discussed in this report it is possible to obtain precise 
relative temperatures which is why it is pursued (Gray 1994). 

The idea is to take the central line-depth of an absorption line and divide it by another creating 
a line-depth ratio (LDR). One absorption line should be very sensitive to stellar temperature 
differences and the other one should be independent or have the opposite dependence (Gray 
1994). This is to maximize the change in LDR when temperature changes to make the method 
as sensitive as possible. If both lines depended on temperature, just in slightly different ways, 
then it would be very difficult to detect temperature changes as the change in LDR would be 
very small. 
Preferably these absorption lines lie close to each other. The reason they should lie close is 
that you need to determine where the continuum lies to find the line-depths and the chosen 
continuum might very well be a bit erroneous (Gray 2005). However, if the two lines lie close 
to each other this error will not matter so much as it is incorporated in both lines and therefore 
is cancelled by the division. 

Suppose that we have a LDR that varies with temperature. The next step is to relate it to a 
temperature scale. From an alternative way of measuring temperatures there already exist 
measurements of the temperatures of all the stars where this LDR has been measured. To 
relate the LDR-values to temperatures we simply plot the LDR-values over the corresponding 
known temperatures and fit a polynomial (Gray 1994). Now the temperature scale has been 
calibrated. The next time there is a star with an unknown temperature and there is a measured 
value of that LDR, using the calibration it is possible to determine the approximate star 
temperature. However, this method is best suited for deciding relative temperatures amongst 
several stars (Gray 1994). Absolute temperatures can also be found, but with larger errors. 
The reason for this is that the errors associated with setting an absolute temperature scale are 
usually larger than the errors in relative temperatures (Gray 1994). 

There are two dependences which one needs to look for in the LDRs data sets. On the one 
hand there might be a dependence of the line-depth on the chemical composition of the 
atmosphere, as explained above, on the other hand there might be a dependence on the 
atmospheric pressure of the star (Gray 2005). Depending on the pressure there will be 
different amounts of pressure broadening1 of the absorption lines which in turn affect the line-
depths. 

  

                                                 
1At a higher pressure, a larger number of collisions between atoms occur, which affect the interactions between 
atoms and photons, leading to line broadening which in turn affect the line-depth. 
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As a measure of the chemical composition, the metallicity–value of the star is used. Iron is 
used as a representative element for metals, i.e. elements heavier than helium. The definition 
used for metallicity is below. In this report log means base 10 and ln means base e. 

/ log 	log	  

NFe = number density of iron [number of particles/unit volume] 
NH = number density of hydrogen [number of particles/unit volume] 

For F, G and K stars surface gravity can be used as a measure of the pressure in the 
atmosphere as the two are closely related (Gray 2005). 

	 log g log
GM
R

				 /  

 

 

 

Ideally the LDRs are metallicity and surface gravity independent. If only weak lines are used, 
then there should be no metallicity dependence (Gray 1994). Lines are called weak if they are 
in the linear region of their curve of growth. A curve of growth is a logarithmic diagram 
which describes how the equivalent width2 of the absorption line changes with metallicity 
(Carroll & Ostlie 2007). There are three regions in the curve of growth, region one is linear, 
region two is nearly constant and in region three the increase is less than in region one (Tatum 
2002). If a line is in region one the line is called weak, if it is in region two it is called 
saturated and if it is in region three it is called strong (Gray 2005). If both lines are weak then 
their line-depths change approximately the same with respect to metallicity and the 
dependence is thus cancelled out in the LDR. 

By using LDRs as a measure of relative temperature you can reach high accuracies. So far 
applications of this method have been limited to a few specific classes of stars, supergiants 
and young stars, and the Sun (Gray & Livingston 1997). Most of the publications on this topic 
have focused on improving the technique, e.g. Kovtyukh et al. (2003). However, there are 
other applications where this method would be helpful. To discover small temperature 
variations can be important when a star is studied during a long period of time to see how 
other properties of the star, such as pulsations or magnetic fields, affect the temperature (Luck 
& Andrievsky 2004). Another application is the search for low mass exoplanets (Kovtyukh et 
al. 2003). It may be difficult to separate a small planet crossing the star’s surface and a 
starspot. If the LDR method is used small temperature variations can be detected if they exist. 
If they exist it indicates that it is a starspot and not a planet as there are no temperature 
variations connected to planets. 

                                                 
2The equivalent width of an absorption line is calculated by integrating the line flux over all wavelengths of the 
line (Carroll & Ostlie 2007). 

G = gravitational constant [cm3/(gs2)] 
M = mass of star [g] 
R = radius of star [cm] 

Equation 1.1 

Equation 1.2 
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2. Purpose 

The purpose is to decide which out of 221 line-depth ratios that, according to a set of criteria, 
are the best for determining relative star temperatures. 
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3. Data 

3.1. Data information 

The data used in this report comes from Luck & Heiter (2006) and includes approximately 
500 absorption lines for 213 different dwarfs. The stars range in temperature between 
4100 and 7290 K. 

3.2. First LDR selection 

The purpose of the first selection was to find potentially good LDR candidates for 
determining relative temperatures. This selection was done by Heiter. 

Two stars with a large temperature difference were chosen to test the potential of the 
LDRs. The LDRs for high and low temperature stars should be as different as possible as 
that means that this specific ratio is sensitive to temperature changes. LDRs can be 
produced by using any combination of the 500 absorption lines so all these combinations 
were calculated. Then two criteria were used to determine whether they were usable. 

 The line depth of each absorption line must be at least 0.05. 

 The value of the LDR must differ between the high and the low temperature stars 
by at least a factor of 6. 

Note that no upper restraint is put on the depth of the absorption lines. As a result this 
report is not limited to weak lines. After this sorting there were 221 LDRs left, and these 
are the ones analyzed in this report. 
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4. Criteria 

Below are the criteria with which the LDRs will be evaluated. 

 Is there any metallicity dependence? Preferably no dependence. Low dependence is 
accepted as well but is ranked lower. 

 Is there any surface gravity dependence? Preferably no dependence. Low dependence 
is accepted as well but is ranked lower. 

 What percentage of the polynomial has a gradient larger than 0.001 K-1? Higher 
percentage is preferred in the ranking. 

 How large is the square deviation defined in section 6.2.4? The LDR with the lowest 
square deviation is ranked the highest. 

 How large is the mean of the absolute values of the residual of the polynomial fit? The 
LDR with the lowest mean value is ranked the highest. 

 How many data points are used for the fit? The LDR with the most data points is 
ranked the highest. 
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5. Program specifications 

To perform the necessary calculations and plot the figures I wrote two programs in MATLAB 
called polyDeg and programmet (the program). Below are the specifications for those 
programs. 

5.1. polyDeg 

This program is a help in deciding which degree of polynomial that should be fitted to 
each set of LDRs. 

For each LDR the program should: 

 Fit polynomials of order 2, 3, 4, and 5 

 Plot the LDR data set and the polynomial (LDR against Teff) 

 Calculate Akaike's information criterion, defined in section 6.2.1, before sigma 
clipping 

 Calculate Bayesian information criterion, defined in section 6.2.2, before sigma 
clipping 

 Perform sigma clipping, defined in section 6.2.3, and calculate number of data 
points removed 

 Plot polynomials after sigma clipping if data points were removed 

 Calculate square deviation (SD), defined in section 6.2.4, before and after sigma 
clipping 

 Display the above calculated values in the command window 

 Wait for a keyboard key to be pressed to do all of the above for the next LDR 

5.2. programmet 

In the beginning of the program you should be able to choose if you want to step through 
all the LDRs or if you want to specify which LDRs to look at. If you specify the ones you 
want to look at you should be able to choose either that you want to step through a number 
of LDRs or to look at a couple of LDRs at the same time. 

All the calculations performed in this program are done after sigma clipping. 

For each LDR the program should: 

 Perform sigma clipping 

 Plot a histogram over the temperature distribution of the stars 

 Plot the LDR data points and the polynomial (LDR against Teff) 

 Calculate the square deviation 
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 Calculate the mean of the absolute values of the residual of the polynomial fit 

 Calculate number of data points used for the fit 

 Calculate what percentage of the polynomial that has a gradient larger than 0.001 

 Calculate the temperature resolution at several temperatures 

 Display the above calculated values in the command window  

 Fit a linear polynomial to the residual of the polynomial fit over metallicity data 
set 

 Plot the residual of the polynomial fit over metallicity data set and its linear fit 

 Fit a linear polynomial to the residual of the polynomial fit over surface gravity 
data set 

 Plot the residual of the polynomial fit over surface gravity data set and its linear fit 

 Calculate errors of the gradient coefficients of the linear fits 

 For metallicity and surface gravity: 
If the error is larger than or equal to the value of the gradient coefficient, display 
‘Independent’ 
If the error is less than the gradient coefficient, but larger than half the value, 
display ‘Approximately independent’ 
Otherwise, display ‘Dependent’ 

 Wait for a keyboard key to be pressed to do all of the above for the next LDR 
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6. Analysis 

6.1. Pre-selection 

polyDeg was used to visualize the data. When deciding which LDRs that were good 
enough to keep investigating two parameters were considered. 

 After the sigma clipping the LDR-values should have a range of at least 3. 

 There should be as short regions as possible of horizontal or low gradient as this 
means that the LDR does not change much with temperature which defeats the 
purpose. 

After the pre-selection was done there were 61 LDRs left. For examples of both a LDR to 
discard and one to keep investigating, see Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. 

 

 

Figure 6.1: This is an example of an LDR to discard. The reason for that is its long horizontal 
region. 
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Figure 6.2: This is an example of an LDR to keep investigating. It ranges over at least 3 units 
and has a non-zero gradient over a large portion of the interval. 

6.2. Data representation 

Polynomials were chosen to represent the data sets and the fit was done using the least 
square method. The challenge of polynomial fitting is to decide which degree of 
polynomial represents the data set best. In Gray (1994) the LDRs were of degree 3 or 4. 
Therefore degree 2, 3, 4 and 5 were investigated as it is plausible one of these will make a 
good fit. 

6.2.1. Akaike's information criterion (AIC) 

This is a relative measure of the fit of the polynomial with an extra term giving 
penalty when the degree of the polynomial increases. That is, the exact number AIC 
gives is not relevant, only the comparison between different degrees. The lowest value 
of AIC is the best (Liddle 2004). The equation for AIC presented here is applicable 
when the fitting is done by least square fitting (Burnham & Anderson 2004). 

ln 	2  

where n is number of data points and k is number of free parameters, i.e. one number 
higher than the degree. The error variance is defined below in Equation 6.2. 

	
1

	  

 

Equation 6.1 

Equation 6.2 
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6.2.1.1. AICc 
AICc is a correction to AIC for the fact that the data set does not contain an 
infinite number of data points (Burnham & Anderson 2004). 

	
2 1

1
 

6.2.2. Bayesian information criterion (BIC) 

This is a relative measure of the fit of the polynomial with an extra term giving 
penalty when the degree of the polynomial increases. The penalty for increasing 
polynomial degree is larger in BIC than in AIC (Liddle 2004). The exact number BIC 
gives is not relevant, only the comparison between different degrees (Liddle 2004). As 
with AIC, the lowest value is the best (Liddle 2004). The equation for BIC presented 
here is applicable when the fitting is done by least square fitting (Burnham & 
Anderson 2004). The parameters are the same as in AIC, see section 6.2.1. 

ln 	 ln  

6.2.3. Sigma clipping 

The idea of sigma clipping, SC, is to fit a polynomial, remove the data points that 
deviate too far from the polynomial and then redo the fitting. This is repeated until 
there are no such data points. 

 Calculate standard deviation of current data set 

 Fit polynomial 

 Remove data points that deviate more than 3 standard deviations 

 Repeat 

This is done for all the different degrees of polynomial that you want to compare. To 
compare you look at one parameter: 

 How many data points were discarded in total? 

6.2.4. Square deviation 

Another measure of the fit comes from the square deviation, SD. 

	 	 	 	 	
	 	

 

The smaller it is the better because that means the fit is more accurate. 

  

Equation 6.5 

Equation 6.3 

Equation 6.4 
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6.2.5. Analysis 

When sigma clipping is performed the outliers are removed. Therefore, if available, it 
is preferable to look at the figure plotted after sigma clipping. For that same reason it 
is also preferable to look at the post sigma clipping SD if available. There were few 
outliers, if any at all, and therefore the sigma clipping parameter, number of removed 
data points, did not say much about which degree of polynomial to be preferred. As 
opposed to what I had originally thought, it happened that the degrees with more 
removed data points were better fits. 

AIC, AICc or BIC were never used directly, see section 9. However, if several degrees 
seemed to be about equally good representations of the data set the lowest degree was 
chosen. This was done to avoid overfitting. 

The LDRs can be roughly divided into two groups concerning how it was decided 
which degree was appropriate. 

 E.g. degrees 3, 4 and 5 look almost the same and have almost the same SD. 
Then degree 3 was chosen, i.e. the lowest degree, to represent that set of data 
points. See Figure 6.3. 

 Which degree looks like the best fit? Is the degree too high, i.e. is there a wavy 
pattern that does not fit in? This was sometimes combined with which degree 
had the lowest SD. See Figure 6.4. 

 
Figure 6.3: Degrees 3, 4 and 5 look almost the same and have SD 27.07, 26.94 and 26.80 

respectively. Degree 2 has a SD of 30.66. Here degree 3 was chosen. 
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Figure 6.4: Here degrees 2 and 3 removed one data point more than degrees 4 and 5. 

Degree 3 was chosen because it looked like the best fit and it also had the lowest 
SD. Degree 2 had a SD of 37.09, degree 3 had 33.34, degree 4 had 47.63 and 
degree 5 had 37.62. For this LDR degree 4 and 5 look too wavy. 

Sometimes when a degree looks almost perfect there can be small wavy patterns to 
indicate that the data set is overfitted, see Figure 6.5. 

 

Figure 6.5: An example of when at first look it seems like a good fit but at a closer look 
the polynomial is too wavy, i.e. overfitted. 
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6.3. Finding metallicity and surface gravity independent LDRs 

In programmet a linear polynomial is fitted to the residual of the polynomial fit over 
metallicity data set and to the residual of the polynomial fit over surface gravity data set. 
The reason it is a linear polynomial is because a linear dependence is the only dependence 
one can hope to find. This is because the spread in values of both metallicity and surface 
gravity of the investigated stars is so small. 

In order to decide if the LDRs are independent of these properties the errors of the 
gradient coefficients of the fitted lines were calculated, see Equation 6.6 and Equation 6.7. 
If the error is larger than or equal to the coefficient itself the LDR is independent. If it is 
smaller, the LDR is dependent. However, this yielded only three LDRs independent of 
both metallicity and surface gravity. Therefore, LDRs where the error is less than the 
coefficient, but larger than half the value of the coefficient were included as well. That 
yielded another three LDRs which are all metallicity independent but only approximately 
surface gravity independent. 

‖ ‖
 

	 	 	 ,  

where R is the upper triangular matrix of a QR-decomposition of the vandermonde matrix 
of x. r is the residual of the polynomial fit vector and df is degrees of freedom. 

	 	 	 	 	 1 

6.4. Ranking LDRs 

6.4.1. In general 

In order to rank the LDRs the order in which the different criteria are to be considered 
needs to be established. That is, which criterion is the most important one if they are in 
disagreement concerning which LDR is the best. 

1. Metallicity and surface gravity independence is the most important criteria. If 
the LDRs are not independent, then the surface gravity and the metallicity of 
all stars need to be known in order to do a correction. This in turn means it 
takes more work and uncertainties will be larger as an extra step is included. 

2. Gradient. If it does not have a large enough gradient over a large temperature 
interval it is not good for the purpose of the scientific task. 

3. Mean distance and square deviation are to be as small as possible to minimize 
scatter. 

4. Number of data points used for the fit. The more data points, the better, as that 
means there is more information available. 

Equation 6.6 

Equation 6.7 

Equation 6.8
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6.4.2. Applied 

The first thing that was done was to divide the LDRs into two groups, those 
independent of both metallicity and surface gravity, and those metallicity independent 
but only approximately surface gravity independent, see section 6.3. The three that are 
totally independent are top three and the others are in place 4-6. 

The criteria were compared, as explained in section 6.4.1, to differentiate between the 
LDRs in the two subgroups. 
In the first group there were LDR number 147, 158 and 159. See criteria values in 
Table 6.1 

LDR number 158 was chosen as number 1. This was on the grounds that it has the best 
percentage of gradient and the best SD. In addition, both the mean distance and the 
number of data points were really similar to LDR number 147 which were the best one 
in those categories. 
LDR number 147 was chosen as number 2. This was on the grounds that the SD and 
the mean distance was so much better than these values for LDR number 159 that it 
makes up for the lower percentage of gradient. 
LDR number 159 was chosen as number 3 based on the grounds presented above. 

Table 6.1: Values of the different criteria for the best three LDRs. 

LDR number # of data points % gradient  Mean distance  Square deviation

147 196 72.50 0.28 63.23

158 195 78.99 0.30 57.47

159 194 77.58 0.37 94.63

In the second group there were LDR number 59, 121 and 148. See criteria values in 
Table 6.2. 

LDR number 148 was chosen as number 4. This was on the grounds that percentage of 
gradient is the most important criterion. LDR number 59 has much better SD and 
mean distance than LDR number 148, but in return the percentage of gradient is so 
much higher for LDR number 148 that it must be ranked best. In addition, there are 20 
more data points used for this LDR. 
LDR number 59 was chosen as number 5 based on the grounds presented above. 
LDR number 121 was chosen as number 6. This was on the grounds that it ranked 
worst on everything except percentage of gradient. The difference in values of the 
criteria where it ranked worst were large enough that the fact it had higher percentage 
of gradient than LDR number 59 could not make up for it. 

As can be seen in Table 6.2 two of the percentage of gradient are calculated on 
subintervals. As can be seen in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.6 there are some parts at the 
endpoints of the intervals where the polynomial changes its curvature due to only a 
few data points. To give a more accurate value of the percentage of gradient they were 
calculated within the intervals stated in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2: Values of the different criteria for the LDRs ranking 4-6. 

LDR number # of data points % gradient  Mean distance  Square deviation

59 179 51.92 0.10 4.70

121 167 62.67a 0.33 63.95

148 197 78.95b 0.28 41.22
a Percentage of gradient calculated in interval 4500-6750 K. 
b Percentage of gradient calculated in interval 4500-6550 K. 

6.5. Validity range of LDRs 

The range within which the LDR is valid was found from the histogram of the temperature 
distribution of the stars used for each LDR. For an example histogram, see Figure 6.6. To 
be included in the validity range, the number of data points in a bin must be more than 3. 
Look at the example histogram. This LDR has a validity range of 4500-6500 K because 
going in from the endpoints these are the first bins where the number of data points goes 
above 3. 
The validity range of LDR 158, 147, 159 and 148 is 4500-6500 K. The validity range of 
LDR 59 is 4900-6500 K and the validity range of LDR 121 is 4500-6400 K. 

 
Figure 6.6: An example of a histogram to help decide the validity range of each LDR. This 

LDR has a range of 4500-6500 K. 
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7. Results 

Table 7.1: The six best LDRs. W is the wavelength at which the absorption line is located. S is the 
element that is the source of the absorption line. E is the energy of the lower level 
involved in the line transition. 

Ranking LDR number W1 [Å] S1 E1 [eV] W2 [Å] S2 E2 [eV] 
1 158 5432.546 Mn I 0.000 6243.823 Si I 5.610 
2 147 5432.546 Mn I 0.000 5772.146 Si I 5.080 
3 159 5432.546 Mn I 0.000 6244.466 Si I 5.610 
4 148 5432.546 Mn I 0.000 5793.073 Si I 4.930 
5 59 5147.479 Ti I 0.000 5708.400 Si I 4.950 
6 121 5282.380 Ti I 1.053 6131.852 Si I 5.610 

 

 
Figure 7.1: The best ranked LDR. 
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Figure 7.2: The second best ranked LDR. 

 

 
Figure 7.3: The third best ranked LDR. 
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Figure 7.4: The fourth best ranked LDR. 

 

 
Figure 7.5: The fifth best ranked LDR. 
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Figure 7.6: The sixth best ranked LDR. 
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8. Error analysis 

Temperature resolution is the uncertainty investigated in this report however there are 
additional uncertainties from e.g. fitting the polynomials. Such uncertainties, according to 
Gray (1994), are usually about twice the size of the temperature resolution. 

8.1. Temperature resolution 

Equation 8.2 was used to find the temperature resolution from the six best LDRs. 

	  

	 ∗ ∗
/

 

where C is dT/dLDR. dLDR is the uncertainty in the LDR derived through propagation of 
errors and  and  are uncertainties in the two central line-depths. 

Table 8.1: Table of temperature resolutions in Kelvin. For comparison with Table 8.2 the 
uncertainty in LDR is set to 0.01. 

LDR 4500 K 5000 K 5500 K 5800 K 6000 K 6250 K 6500 K 
158 -1.92 -2.48 -3.49 -4.63 -5.92 -9.08 -19.42 
147 -2.20 -2.90 -4.24 -5.88 -7.91 -13.91 -57.64 
159 -1.53 -2.06 -3.15 -4.62 -6.71 -15.39 52.15 
148 -11.04 -2.74 -3.40 -5.35 -8.19 -13.18 -10.31 
59 N/A -6.24 -8.48 -10.82 -13.25 -18.44 -30.28 

121 -2.26 -1.85 -3.01 -6.28 -17.81 31.05 N/A 

 

Equation 8.2 

Equation 8.1 
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Table 8.2: Table of temperature resolutions in Kelvin from Gray (1994) for comparison. The 
uncertainty in LDR is 0.01. In this table r has the same meaning as LDR in this 
report. For an explanation of elements used in the ratios see Table 8.3. 

 

 

 
Figure 8.1: Visual comparison between the six best ranked LDRs in black and Gray’s (1994) 

three selected LDRs, 9/10, 9/12 and 13/12, in red. 
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Table 8.3: This table is taken from Gray (1994) and defines which spectral line corresponds to 
which line number. 
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9. Discussion 

I compared my absorption lines in the six ratios of highest rank with the ones Kovtyukh et al. 
(2003) had selected and the three LDRs Gray (1994) deemed best, i.e. 9/10, 9/12 and 13/12. 
The Si I line at 6243.823 Å was used in all three cases while the Si I 5772.146 Å was used 
only in this report and in Kovtyukh et al. (2003). At least we agree on some absorption lines 
even if there were no LDRs in common. 

When comparing the values of temperature resolution in Table 8.1 and Table 8.2 it can be seen 
that the resolutions for this report never reaches as high accuracies at low temperatures, 4500 
to 5000 K, as Gray’s (1994) did. However, if LDR 59 is neglected, at higher temperatures, 
5500 to 5800 K, the resolutions are slightly better than the best resolution Gray (1994) 
acquired. In addition, some of the LDRs investigated here have good enough properties over a 
larger range of temperature which make them more useful. E.g. the best ranked LDR have a 
temperature resolution smaller than 10 K in an interval of 1750 K. 

The differences in wavelength between the absorption lines used in the ratios that Gray (1994) 
deemed best are all less than 5 Å. In Kovtyukh et al. (2003) they only used absorption lines 
that are less than 70 Å apart. This will likely not compensate for the errors introduced when 
setting the continuum. The LDRs that I ranked number 1-6 have absorption lines that are 
between 340 and 850 Å apart and therefore most likely have continuum errors. However, to 
avoid this, one would have to apply a restraint similar to Gray’s wavelength difference. As a 
result the level of difficulty in finding suitable LDRs would increase and the gain in precision 
might not be enough to make up for it. 

The largest uncertainty in this report is introduced when the degrees of the polynomials to 
represent the data sets are chosen. This selection was very subjective as I could not find a 
good measure of the fit of the polynomials. I tried using AIC, AICc and BIC to solve the 
problem, but they were of no help. Using AICc instead of AIC did not show much difference 
and all of these measures showed that for each consecutive increase in degree that degree is 
worse than the previous. AIC, AICc and BIC increased nearly the same for each increase in 
degree so they were of no use. Square deviation at least changed unequal amounts between 
the degrees. However, I never tried to calculate AIC and BIC after sigma clipping. 

Another uncertainty was introduced when the LDRs were divided into two groups, one to be 
discarded and one to be further investigated, based solely on how they looked. If I would do 
this again I would introduce the criterion that shows what percentage of the interval that had a 
certain gradient already in polyDeg. In that way the division into groups could have been 
based on this criterion. E.g. all LDRs with a percentage gradient over 50 % would be worth 
investigating further. 

As discussed in section 6.4.2 I calculated the percentage gradient on a subinterval for two out 
of the six LDRs. I only did that in this last phase. If I would redo the project and use the 
percentage gradient to decide which LDRs to keep investigating I would also make these 
changes on all necessary LDRs in order to do a fairer judgment. 
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10. Conclusion 

Starting with 221 LDRs there were 61 LDRs left after the pre-selection. Out of these only 
three LDRs were metallicity and surface gravity independent. Additionally three LDRs were 
metallicity independent and approximately surface gravity independent. These six LDRs were 
ranked according to the criteria. When comparing the temperature resolution of these ratios 
with Gray (1994) some of the LDRs investigated here have good enough properties over a 
larger range of temperatures which make them more useful. As an example, the best ranked 
LDR, based on the Mn I 5432.546 Å and the Si I 6243.823 Å lines, provides a temperature 
resolution smaller than 10 K over a temperature interval of 4500-6250 K, assuming an 
uncertainty in LDR of 0.01. 
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Appendix 

Code 1: Code for the program polyDeg. 

%A program that help you decide the appropriate polynomial degree for each 
LDR 
clear all; 
load LDR_data_matrix; 
  
Teff = data(:, 1); 
  
  
for i = 4:224 
    %Correcting for the fact that it says -1 when we have no LDR-value 
    %Removing all such data points 
    vec = data(:, i); 
    a = find(vec~=-1); 
    vecCorr = vec(a); 
      
    %Need to correct Teff as well or LDR-values will not correspond to the 
    %correct Teff anymore 
    TeffCorr = Teff(a); 
     
    lsq = zeros(1,4); 
     
    %Fitting polynomials evaluating them and calculating square deviation 
    %(lsq) 
    [p2, s2, mu2]  = polyfit(TeffCorr, vecCorr,2); 
    evalp2 = polyval(p2, TeffCorr, s2, mu2); 
    lsq(1) = sum((vecCorr - evalp2).^2); 
     
    [p3, s3, mu3] = polyfit(TeffCorr, vecCorr, 3); 
    evalp3 = polyval(p3, TeffCorr, s3, mu3); 
    lsq(2) = sum((vecCorr - evalp3).^2); 
     
    [p4, s4, mu4]  = polyfit(TeffCorr, vecCorr,4); 
    evalp4 = polyval(p4, TeffCorr, s4, mu4); 
    lsq(3) = sum((vecCorr - evalp4).^2); 
     
    [p5, s5, mu5]  = polyfit(TeffCorr, vecCorr,5); 
    evalp5 = polyval(p5, TeffCorr, s5, mu5); 
    lsq(4) = sum((vecCorr - evalp5).^2); 
    
     
    %Calculating average value and variance of data set 
    n = length(vecCorr); 
    average = mean(vecCorr);     
    variance = 1/n*sum((vecCorr-average).^2); 
     
    %Calculating AIC and BIC 
    k = [2, 3, 4, 5]; 
    A = n*log(variance) + 2*k; 
    B = n*log(variance) + k*log(n); 
     
    %Formatted printout in command window 
    disp(['LDR number  ', num2str(i-3)]); 



 

    fprintf('%-15s%-15s%-15s%-15s%-15s\n', '', 'Degree 2','Degree 3', 
'Degree 4', 'Degree 5'); 

    fprintf('%8s', 'AIC'); 
    fprintf('%15.2f%15.2f%15.2f%15.2f\n', [A(1), A(2), A(3), A(4)] ); 
    fprintf('%8s', 'BIC'); 
    fprintf('%15.2f%15.2f%15.2f%15.2f\n', [B(1), B(2), B(3), B(4)]); 
    fprintf('%8s', 'LSQ'); 
    fprintf('%15.2f%15.2f%15.2f%15.2f\n\n', [lsq(1), lsq(2), lsq(3), 

lsq(4)]); 
     
    %Determining the position and size of the figure 
    %Order in which these parameters are entered [left bottom width height] 
    SS = get(0, 'ScreenSize'); 
  
    fig = figure; 
    position = get(fig,'Position'); 
    outerpos = get(fig,'OuterPosition'); 
    borders = outerpos - position; 
    edge = -borders(1)/2; 
  
    figPos = [SS(3)/2 - SS(4)/1.5, SS(4)/2.5, SS(4)/1.5, 

SS(4)/(1.5*1.1262)]; 
    set(fig, 'OuterPosition', figPos); 
  
    %Plotting 
    pTeff = linspace(min(TeffCorr), max(TeffCorr), 10000)'; 
    pVec2 = polyval(p2, pTeff, s2, mu2); 
    pVec3 = polyval(p3, pTeff, s3, mu3); 
    pVec4 = polyval(p4, pTeff, s4, mu4); 
    pVec5 = polyval(p5, pTeff, s5, mu5); 
     
    subplot(2, 2, 1); 
    plot(TeffCorr, vecCorr , 'xk', pTeff, pVec2, '-k'); 
    title(['LDR ', num2str(i-3), ', Degree 2']); 
    xlabel('Effective temperature [K]'); 
    ylabel('LDR'); 
     
    subplot(2, 2, 2); 
    plot(TeffCorr, vecCorr , 'xk', pTeff, pVec3, '-b'); 
    title(['LDR ', num2str(i-3), ', Degree 3']); 
    xlabel('Effective temperature [K]'); 
    ylabel('LDR'); 
     
    subplot(2, 2, 3); 
    plot(TeffCorr, vecCorr , 'xk', pTeff, pVec4, '-r'); 
    title(['LDR ', num2str(i-3), ', Degree 4']); 
    xlabel('Effective temperature [K]'); 
    ylabel('LDR'); 
     
    subplot(2, 2, 4); 
    plot(TeffCorr, vecCorr , 'xk', pTeff, pVec5, '-g'); 
    title(['LDR ', num2str(i-3), ', Degree 5']); 
    xlabel('Effective temperature [K]'); 
    ylabel('LDR'); 
     
    %Sigma Clipping 
    %The first fit is done before the while loop 
     
    %Assigning temporary vectors 



 

    vectemp2 = vecCorr; 
    vectemp3 = vecCorr; 
    vectemp4 = vecCorr; 
    vectemp5 = vecCorr; 
     
    Tefftemp2 = TeffCorr; 
    Tefftemp3 = TeffCorr; 
    Tefftemp4 = TeffCorr; 
    Tefftemp5 = TeffCorr; 
     
    evalptemp2 = evalp2; 
    evalptemp3 = evalp3; 
    evalptemp4 = evalp4; 
    evalptemp5 = evalp5; 
     
    %ndr = number of data points removed 
    ndr2 = 0; 
    ndr3 = 0; 
    ndr4 = 0; 
    ndr5 = 0; 
     
    %When there are no data points more than 3 standard deviations away, 
    %la will be set to zero 
    la2 = 1; 
    la3 = 1; 
    la4 = 1; 
    la5 = 1; 
     
    while la2 || la3 || la4 || la5 ~= 0 
         
        if la2 ~= 0 
            %Average value, variance and standard deviation of data set 
            average2 = mean(vectemp2);     
            var2 = 1/length(vectemp2)*sum((vectemp2-average2).^2); 
            sdev2 = sqrt(var2); 
             
            %If the data points deviate more than 3 standard deviations, 
            %put that LDR-value to -1 
            for j = 1:length(vectemp2) 
               if abs(vectemp2(j)-evalptemp2(j)) > 3*sdev2 
                   vectemp2(j) = -1; 
                   ndr2 = ndr2 + 1; 
               end 
            end 
             
            %Remove data points that has value -1 
            lb2 = length(vectemp2); 
            e = find(vectemp2~=-1); 
            vectemp2 = vectemp2(e); 
            Tefftemp2 = Tefftemp2(e); 
             
             
            %Looking to see if the length of the vector was the same before 
            %and after. If they are it means that no data point was more 
            %than 3 standard deviations away. 
            if lb2 == length(vectemp2) 
                la2 = 0; 
            end 
             



 

            %Fit a new polynomial 
            [p2temp, s2temp, mu2temp]  = polyfit(Tefftemp2, vectemp2,2); 
            evalptemp2 = polyval(p2temp, Tefftemp2, s2temp, mu2temp); 
        end 
         
        if la3 ~= 0 
            average3 = mean(vectemp3);     
            var3 = 1/length(vectemp3)*sum((vectemp3-average3).^2); 
            sdev3 = sqrt(var3); 
             
            for j = 1:length(vectemp3) 
                if abs(vectemp3(j)-evalptemp3(j)) > 3*sdev3 
                    vectemp3(j) = -1; 
                    ndr3 = ndr3 + 1; 
                end 
            end 
             
             
            lb3 = length(vectemp3); 
            b = find(vectemp3~=-1); 
            vectemp3 = vectemp3(b); 
            Tefftemp3 = Tefftemp3(b); 
             
            if lb3 == length(vectemp3) 
                la3 = 0; 
            end 
             
            [p3temp, s3temp, mu3temp] = polyfit(Tefftemp3, vectemp3, 3); 
            evalptemp3 = polyval(p3temp, Tefftemp3, s3temp, mu3temp); 
        end 
         
        if la4 ~= 0 
            average4 = mean(vectemp4);     
            var4 = 1/length(vectemp4)*sum((vectemp4-average4).^2); 
            sdev4 = sqrt(var4); 
             
            for j = 1:length(vectemp4) 
               if abs(vectemp4(j)-evalptemp4(j)) > 3*sdev4 
                   vectemp4(j) = -1; 
                   ndr4 = ndr4 + 1; 
               end 
            end 
             
            lb4 = length(vectemp4); 
            c = find(vectemp4~=-1); 
            vectemp4 = vectemp4(c); 
            Tefftemp4 = Tefftemp4(c); 
             
             
            if lb4 == length(vectemp4) 
                la4 = 0; 
            end 
             
            [p4temp, s4temp, mu4temp]  = polyfit(Tefftemp4, vectemp4,4); 
            evalptemp4 = polyval(p4temp, Tefftemp4, s4temp, mu4temp); 
        end 
         
        if la5 ~= 0 
            average5 = mean(vectemp5);     



 

            var5 = 1/length(vectemp5)*sum((vectemp5-average5).^2); 
            sdev5 = sqrt(var5); 
             
            for j = 1:length(vectemp5) 
               if abs(vectemp5(j)-evalptemp5(j)) > 3*sdev5 
                   vectemp5(j) = -1; 
                   ndr5 = ndr5 + 1; 
               end 
            end 
             
            lb5 = length(vectemp5); 
            d = find(vectemp5~=-1); 
            vectemp5 = vectemp5(d); 
            Tefftemp5 = Tefftemp5(d); 
             
             
            if lb5 == length(vectemp5) 
                la5 = 0; 
            end 
             
            [p5temp, s5temp, mu5temp]  = polyfit(Tefftemp5, vectemp5,5); 
            evalptemp5 = polyval(p5temp, Tefftemp5, s5temp, mu5temp); 
        end 
         
    end 
     
    disp(['Degree 2 removed ', num2str(ndr2), ' data points']); 
    disp(['Degree 3 removed ', num2str(ndr3), ' data points']); 
    disp(['Degree 4 removed ', num2str(ndr4), ' data points']); 
    disp(['Degree 5 removed ', num2str(ndr5), ' data points']); 
     
    fprintf('\n'); 
     
    %If at least one of the degrees has removed data points a new figure is 
    %plotted with that/those degree(s) 
    if ndr2 || ndr3 || ndr4 || ndr5 ~= 0 
        fig2 = figure; 
        fig2Pos = [figPos(1) + figPos(3), figPos(2), figPos(3), figPos(4)]; 
        set(fig2, 'OuterPosition', fig2Pos); 
    end 
     
    if ndr2 ~= 0 
        pTefftemp2 = linspace(min(Tefftemp2), max(Tefftemp2), 10000)'; 
        pVectemp2 = polyval(p2temp, pTefftemp2, s2temp, mu2temp); 
         
        subplot(2, 2, 1); 
        plot(Tefftemp2, vectemp2 , 'xk', pTefftemp2, pVectemp2, '-k'); 
        title(['LDR ', num2str(i-3), ', Degree 2 after SC']); 
        xlabel('Effective temperature [K]'); 
        ylabel('LDR'); 
    end 
     
    if ndr3 ~= 0 
        pTefftemp3 = linspace(min(Tefftemp3), max(Tefftemp3), 10000)'; 
        pVectemp3 = polyval(p3temp, pTefftemp3, s3temp, mu3temp); 
         
        subplot(2, 2, 2); 
        plot(Tefftemp3, vectemp3 , 'xk', pTefftemp3, pVectemp3, '-b'); 
        title(['LDR ', num2str(i-3), ', Degree 3 after SC']); 



 

        xlabel('Effective temperature [K]'); 
        ylabel('LDR'); 
    end 
     
    if ndr4 ~= 0 
        pTefftemp4 = linspace(min(Tefftemp4), max(Tefftemp4), 10000)'; 
        pVectemp4 = polyval(p4temp, pTefftemp4, s4temp, mu4temp); 
         
        subplot(2, 2, 3); 
        plot(Tefftemp4, vectemp4 , 'xk', pTefftemp4, pVectemp4, '-r'); 
        title(['LDR ', num2str(i-3), ', Degree 4 after SC']); 
        xlabel('Effective temperature [K]'); 
        ylabel('LDR'); 
    end 
     
    if ndr5 ~= 0 
        pTefftemp5 = linspace(min(Tefftemp5), max(Tefftemp5), 10000)'; 
        pVectemp5 = polyval(p5temp, pTefftemp5, s5temp, mu5temp); 
         
        subplot(2, 2, 4); 
        plot(Tefftemp5, vectemp5 , 'xk', pTefftemp5, pVectemp5, '-g'); 
        title(['LDR ', num2str(i-3), ', Degree 5 after SC']); 
        xlabel('Effective temperature [K]'); 
        ylabel('LDR'); 
    end 
     
    %Calculating square deviation and number of data points left and 
    %printing them formatted 
    lsq2 = sum((vectemp2 - evalptemp2).^2); 
    lsq3 = sum((vectemp3 - evalptemp3).^2); 
    lsq4 = sum((vectemp4 - evalptemp4).^2); 
    lsq5 = sum((vectemp5 - evalptemp5).^2); 
     
    fprintf('%-17s', 'LSQ'); 
    fprintf('%15.2f%15.2f%15.2f%15.2f\n', [lsq2, lsq3, lsq4, lsq5]); 
     
    nd2 = length(vectemp2); 
    nd3 = length(vectemp3); 
    nd4 = length(vectemp4); 
    nd5 = length(vectemp5); 
    fprintf('%-10s', '# of data points'); 
    fprintf('%15i%15i%15i%15i\n', [nd2, nd3, nd4, nd5]); 
     
     
    %when done, you press a keyboard key and all the figures close before 
    %the next batch comes up 
    K = waitforbuttonpress; 
    %If K = 0 you pressed a mouse button, since this is easily done 
    %accidentally I only want it to continue if a key on the keyboard is 
    %pressed. K = 1 when key is pressed 
    while K < 1 
        K = waitforbuttonpress; 
    end 
    close('all'); 
         
end 
 

  



 

Code 2: Code for the function polytrans. 

%Transforms the coeff for the normalized x into coeff for p=a0+a1x 
  
function poly_trans = polytrans(p, mu) 
     
    deg = length(p) - 1; 
    poly_trans = zeros(1, deg+1); 
  
    if deg == 5 
        poly_trans(1) = p(1)/mu(2)^5; 
        poly_trans(2) = p(2)/mu(2)^4 - p(1)*5*mu(1)/mu(2)^5; 
        poly_trans(3) = p(3)/mu(2)^3 - p(2)*4*mu(1)/mu(2)^4 + 

p(1)*10*mu(1)^2/mu(2)^5; 
        poly_trans(4) = p(4)/mu(2)^2 - p(3)*3*mu(1)/mu(2)^3 + 

p(2)*6*mu(1)^2/mu(2)^4 - p(1)*10*mu(1)^3/mu(2)^5; 
        poly_trans(5) = p(5)/mu(2) - p(4)*2*mu(1)/mu(2)^2 + 

p(3)*3*mu(1)^2/mu(2)^3 - p(2)*4*mu(1)^3/mu(2)^4 + 
p(1)*5*mu(1)^4/mu(2)^5; 

        poly_trans(6) = p(6) - p(5)*mu(1)/mu(2) + p(4)*mu(1)^2/mu(2)^2 - 
p(3)*mu(1)^3/mu(2)^3 + p(2)*mu(1)^4/mu(2)^4 - 
p(1)*mu(1)^5/mu(2)^5; 

     
    elseif deg == 4 
        poly_trans(1) = p(1)/mu(2)^4; 
        poly_trans(2) = p(2)/mu(2)^3 - p(1)*4*mu(1)/mu(2)^4; 
        poly_trans(3) = p(3)/mu(2)^2 - p(2)*3*mu(1)/mu(2)^3 + 

p(1)*6*mu(1)^2/mu(2)^4; 
        poly_trans(4) = p(4)/mu(2) - p(3)*2*mu(1)/mu(2)^2 + 

p(2)*3*mu(1)^2/mu(2)^3 - p(1)*4*mu(1)^3/mu(2)^4; 
        poly_trans(5) = p(5) - p(4)*mu(1)/mu(2) + p(3)*mu(1)^2/mu(2)^2 - 

p(2)*mu(1)^3/mu(2)^3 + p(1)*mu(1)^4/mu(2)^4; 
     
    elseif deg == 3 
        poly_trans(1) = p(1)/mu(2)^3; 
        poly_trans(2) = p(2)/mu(2)^2 - p(1)*3*mu(1)/mu(2)^3; 
        poly_trans(3) = p(3)/mu(2) - p(2)*2*mu(1)/mu(2)^2 + 

p(1)*3*mu(1)^2/mu(2)^3; 
        poly_trans(4) = p(4) - p(3)*mu(1)/mu(2) + p(2)*mu(1)^2/mu(2)^2 - 

p(1)*mu(1)^3/mu(2)^3; 
     
    elseif deg == 2 
        poly_trans(1) = p(1)/mu(2)^2; 
        poly_trans(2) = p(2)/mu(2) - p(1)*2*mu(1)/mu(2)^2; 
        poly_trans(3) = p(3) - p(2)*mu(1)/mu(2) + p(1)*mu(1)^2/mu(2)^2; 
     
    elseif deg == 1 
        poly_trans(1) = p(1)/mu(2); 
        poly_trans(2) = p(2) - p(1)*mu(1)/mu(2); 
     
    else 
        disp('The function cannot work with such a high degree, try 

again.'); 
    end 
end 
 
  



 

Code 3: Code for the function polyparerror. 

%Calculates errors in coefficients for polynomials of degree 1 
  
function [a0, err_a0, a1, err_a1]  = polyparerror(p, x, y)  
    %x must be a column vector 
     
    %Creating the vandermonde matrix 
    v = [x, ones(length(x), 1)]; 
     
    %QR-decomposition 
    [Q, R] = qr(v); 
    %Selecting the nonzero elements 
    R = R(1:2,1:2); 
  
    residual = y - polyval(p, x); 
    normr = norm(residual); 
  
    df = length(x)- 2; 
  
    Rinv = inv(R); 
    covar = (Rinv*Rinv')*normr^2/df; 
     
    a0 = p(2); 
    err_a0 = sqrt(covar(1,1)); 
    a1 = p(1); 
    err_a1 = sqrt(covar(2,2)); 
end 
  



 

Code 4: Code for the program programmet. 

%A program designed to help rank LDRs 
clear all; 
disp('You have three choices:'); 
disp('(1) step through all LDRs'); 
disp('(2) step through LDRs of your choice'); 
disp('(3) compare LDRs'); 
val = input('\nWhat would you like to do?\n'); 
  
  
load LDR_data_matrix; 
  
%Degrees is the vector that contains the information which degree of 
%polynomial each LDR should have. Degree of LDR 1 is in deg(1). 
  
load degrees; 
  
Teff = data(:, 1); 
  
%Metallicity 
met = data(:, 3); 
  
%Surface gravity 
lgg = data(:, 2); 
     
     
if val == 1 
  
    %Check all the criteria in the loop 
  
    for i = 4:224 
         
        if degrees(i-3) ~= 0 
            %Correcting for the fact that it says -1 when we have no LDR-

value 
            %Removing all such datapoints 
            vec = data(:, i); 
            a = find(vec~=-1); 
            vecCorr = vec(a); 
             
            %Need to correct Teff, metallicity and surface gravity as well 
            %or LDR-values won't correspond to the correct values anymore 
            TeffCorr = Teff(a); 
            metCorr = met(a); 
            lggCorr = lgg(a); 
  
            %Fitting the correct polynomial 
            %3 outparameters because then the vandermonde matrix becomes 
            %better conditioned as MATLAB does a normalization of "x" 
            [p, s, mu] = polyfit(TeffCorr, vecCorr, degrees(i-3)); 
  
            %Evaluating the polynomial in the Teff points where data is 
            %available 
            evalp = polyval(p, TeffCorr, s, mu); 
             
            %Sigma Clipping 
            %The first fit is done before the while loop 



 

  
            %ndr = number of data points removed 
            ndr = 0; 
             
            %When there are no data points more than 3 standard deviations 

away, 
            %la will be set to zero 
            la = 1; 
  
            while la ~= 0 
                %Average value, variance and standard deviation of data set 
                av = mean(vecCorr);     
                var = 1/length(vecCorr)*sum((vecCorr-av).^2); 
                sdev = sqrt(var); 
                 
                %If the data points deviate more than 3 standard 

deviations, 
                %put that LDR-value to -1 
                for j = 1:length(vecCorr) 
                   if abs(vecCorr(j)-evalp(j)) > 3*sdev 
                       vecCorr(j) = -1; 
                       ndr = ndr + 1; 
                   end 
                end 
                 
                %Remove data points that has value -1 
                lb = length(vecCorr); 
                e = find(vecCorr~=-1); 
                vecCorr = vecCorr(e); 
                TeffCorr = TeffCorr(e); 
                metCorr = metCorr(e); 
                lggCorr = lggCorr(e); 
                 
                %Looking to see if the length of the vector was the same 

before 
                %and after. If they are it means that no data point was 

more 
                %than 3 standard deviations away. 
                if lb == length(vecCorr) 
                    la = 0; 
                end 
                 
                %Fit a new polynomial 
                [p, s, mu]  = polyfit(TeffCorr, vecCorr, degrees(i-3)); 
                evalp = polyval(p, TeffCorr, s, mu); 
  
            end 
             
            %Making a histogram to determine in which interval the LDR can 
            %be used based on how many data points are in each bin. 
            figure; 
            hist(TeffCorr, 30); 
            title(['LDR ', num2str(i-3), ' after SC']); 
            xlabel('Effective temperature [K]'); 
            ylabel('Number of data points'); 
             
            %Determining the position and size of the figure 
            %Order in which these parameters are entered [left bottom width 

height] 



 

            SS = get(0, 'ScreenSize'); 
  
            fig = figure; 
            position = get(fig,'Position'); 
            outerpos = get(fig,'OuterPosition'); 
            borders = outerpos - position; 
            edge = -borders(1)/2; 
             
            figPos = [SS(3)/2 - SS(4)/2, SS(4)/2, SS(4)/2, 

SS(4)/(2*1.1262)]; 
            set(fig, 'OuterPosition', figPos); 
  
            %Plotting data points and polynomial 
            pTeff = linspace(min(TeffCorr), max(TeffCorr), 10000)'; 
            pVec = polyval(p, pTeff, s, mu); 
  
            plot(TeffCorr, vecCorr , 'xk', pTeff, pVec, '-b'); 
            title(['LDR ', num2str(i-3), ' after SC']); 
            xlabel('Effective temperature [K]'); 
            ylabel('LDR'); 
             
            MET = figure; 
            METPos = [figPos(1) + figPos(3), figPos(2), figPos(3), 

figPos(4)]; 
            set(MET, 'OuterPosition', METPos); 
  
            %Calculating square deviation 
            lsq = sum((vecCorr - evalp).^2); 
  
            %Calculating absolute distance and from that average distance 
            distPos = abs(vecCorr-evalp); 
            average = mean(distPos); 
  
            %Finding number of data points used for this LDR 
            nd = length(vecCorr); 
             
            %Gradient percentage, polytrans is a function written by me, 
            %see appendix 
            p1 = polytrans(p, mu); 
            derp1 = polyder(p1); 
             
            derp1Lin = polyval(derp1, pTeff); 
            number = 0; 
             
            for l = 1:length(derp1Lin) 
                if abs(derp1Lin(l)) > 0.001 
                    number = number + 1; 
                end 
            end 
             
            percentage = number*100/length(derp1Lin); 
             
            %Calculating gradient and error in temperature 
            x = [4500, 5000, 5500, 5800, 6000, 6250, 6500]; 
             
            %Multiply dT/dLDR by 0.01 to get errors comparable with Gray 

1994  
            dLDRdT = polyval(derp1, x); 
            dT = 1./(dLDRdT*100); 



 

             
            %Formatted printout in command window 
            fprintf('%-15s%-20s%-13s%-15s%-15s\n', 'LDR number', '# of data 

points', '% gradient', 'Mean distance', 'Square deviation'); 
            fprintf('%8i%22i%13.2f%15.2f%16.2f\n', [i-3, nd, percentage, 

average, lsq]); 
             
            fprintf('\n'); 
            disp(['At 4500 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(1)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(1))]); 
            disp(['At 5000 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(2)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(2))]); 
            disp(['At 5500 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(3)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(3))]); 
            disp(['At 5800 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(4)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(4))]); 
            disp(['At 6000 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(5)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(5))]); 
            disp(['At 6250 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(6)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(6))]); 
            disp(['At 6500 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(7)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(7))]); 
            fprintf('\n'); 
             
            %Plotting residual against metallicity with fitted linear 
            %polynomial 
            dev = vecCorr - evalp; 
            [pm, sm, mum] = polyfit(metCorr, dev, 1); 
  
            pmMet = linspace(min(metCorr), max(metCorr), 10000)'; 
            pmVec = polyval(pm, pmMet, sm, mum); 
  
            plot(metCorr, dev, 'xk', pmMet, pmVec, '-b'); 
            title(['LDR ', num2str(i-3), ' after SC']); 
            xlabel('metallicity [Fe/H]'); 
            ylabel('deviation from polynomial'); 
             
            SG = figure; 
            SGPos = [SS(3)/2 - figPos(3)/2, SS(4)/2 - figPos(4), figPos(3), 

figPos(4)]; 
            set(SG, 'OuterPosition', SGPos); 
             
            %Checking errors of coefficients of linear metallicity 

polynomial 
            pm = polytrans(pm, mum); 
            [a0m, err_a0m, a1m, err_a1m] = polyparerror(pm, metCorr, dev); 
             
            disp('Metallicity'); 
             
            disp(['a1 = ', num2str(a1m), ' with an error ', 

num2str(err_a1m) ]); 
             
            fprintf('\n'); 
             
            if abs(a1m)/err_a1m <= 1 
                disp('Independent'); 
            elseif abs(a1m)/err_a1m > 1 && abs(a1m)/err_a1m < 2 
                disp('Approximately independent'); 
            else 



 

                disp('Dependent'); 
            end 
             
            fprintf('\n'); 
  
            %Plotting residual against surface gravity with fitted linear 

polynomial 
            [pg, sg, mug] = polyfit(lggCorr, dev, 1); 
  
            pgLgg = linspace(min(lggCorr), max(lggCorr), 10000)'; 
            pgVec = polyval(pg, pgLgg, sg, mug); 
  
            plot(lggCorr, dev, 'xk', pgLgg, pgVec, '-b'); 
            title(['LDR ', num2str(i-3), ' after SC']); 
            xlabel('surface gravity [cm/s^2]'); 
            ylabel('deviation from polynomial'); 
             
           %Checking errors of coefficients of linear surface gravity 

polynomial 
            pg = polytrans(pg, mug); 
            [a0g, err_a0g, a1g, err_a1g] = polyparerror(pg, lggCorr, dev); 
             
            disp('Surface gravity'); 
             
            disp(['a1 = ', num2str(a1g), ' with an error ', 

num2str(err_a1g) ]); 
            
            fprintf('\n'); 
             
            if abs(a1g)/err_a1g <= 1 
                disp('Independent'); 
            elseif abs(a1g)/err_a1g > 1 && abs(a1g)/err_a1g < 2 
                disp('Approximately independent'); 
            else 
                disp('Dependent'); 
            end 
             
            fprintf('\n'); 
  
            %when done, you press a keyboard key and the figures close 

before the 
            %next batch comes up 
            K = waitforbuttonpress; 
  
            %If K = 0 you pressed a mouse button, since this is easily done 
            %accidentally I only want it to continue if a key on the 

keyboard is 
            %pressed. K = 1 when key is pressed 
            while K < 1 
                K = waitforbuttonpress; 
            end 
            close('all'); 
        end 
  
    end 
  
elseif val == 2 
    valLDR = input('Create a vector with your choice of LDRs\n'); 



 

     
    fprintf('\n'); 
     
    for i = 1:length(valLDR) 
         
        vec = data(:, valLDR(i)+3); 
        a = find(vec~=-1); 
        vecCorr = vec(a); 
         
        TeffCorr = Teff(a); 
        metCorr = met(a); 
        lggCorr = lgg(a); 
         
        [p, s, mu] = polyfit(TeffCorr, vecCorr, degrees(valLDR(i)) ); 
         
        evalp = polyval(p, TeffCorr, s, mu); 
         
        %Sigma Clipping 
        ndr = 0; 
  
        la = 1; 
  
        while la ~= 0 
  
            av = mean(vecCorr);     
            var = 1/length(vecCorr)*sum((vecCorr-av).^2); 
            sdev = sqrt(var); 
  
            for j = 1:length(vecCorr) 
               if abs(vecCorr(j)-evalp(j)) > 3*sdev 
                   vecCorr(j) = -1; 
                   ndr = ndr + 1; 
               end 
            end 
  
            lb = length(vecCorr); 
            e = find(vecCorr~=-1); 
            vecCorr = vecCorr(e); 
            TeffCorr = TeffCorr(e); 
            metCorr = metCorr(e); 
            lggCorr = lggCorr(e); 
  
            if lb == length(vecCorr) 
                la = 0; 
            end 
  
            [p, s, mu]  = polyfit(TeffCorr, vecCorr, degrees(valLDR(i)) ); 
            evalp = polyval(p, TeffCorr, s, mu); 
  
        end 
         
        figure; 
        hist(TeffCorr, 30); 
        title(['LDR ', num2str(valLDR(i)), ' after SC']); 
        xlabel('Effective temperature [K]'); 
        ylabel('Number of data points'); 
         
        SS = get(0, 'ScreenSize'); 



 

  
        fig = figure; 
        position = get(fig,'Position'); 
        outerpos = get(fig,'OuterPosition'); 
        borders = outerpos - position; 
        edge = -borders(1)/2; 
         
        figPos = [SS(3)/2 - SS(4)/2, SS(4)/2, SS(4)/2, SS(4)/(2*1.1262)]; 
        set(fig, 'OuterPosition', figPos); 
  
        pTeff = linspace(min(TeffCorr), max(TeffCorr), 10000)'; 
        pVec = polyval(p, pTeff, s, mu); 
  
        plot(TeffCorr, vecCorr , 'xk', pTeff, pVec, '-b'); 
        title(['LDR ', num2str(valLDR(i)), ' after SC']); 
        xlabel('Effective temperature [K]'); 
        ylabel('LDR'); 
         
        MET = figure; 
        METPos = [figPos(1) + figPos(3), figPos(2), figPos(3), figPos(4)]; 
        set(MET, 'OuterPosition', METPos); 
         
        lsq = sum((vecCorr - evalp).^2); 
         
        distPos = abs(vecCorr-evalp); 
        average = mean(distPos); 
         
        nd = length(vecCorr); 
         
        p1 = polytrans(p, mu); 
        derp1 = polyder(p1); 
  
        derp1Lin = polyval(derp1, pTeff); 
        number = 0; 
  
        for l = 1:length(derp1Lin) 
            if abs(derp1Lin(l)) > 0.001 
                number = number + 1; 
            end 
        end 
         
        percentage = number*100/length(derp1Lin); 
         
        x = [4500, 5000, 5500, 5800, 6000, 6250, 6500]; 
         
        dLDRdT = polyval(derp1, x); 
        dT = 1./(dLDRdT*100); 
         
        fprintf('%-15s%-20s%-13s%-15s%-15s\n', 'LDR number', '# of data 

points', '% gradient', 'Mean distance', 'Square deviation'); 
        fprintf('%8i%22i%13.2f%15.2f%16.2f\n', [valLDR(i), nd, percentage, 

average, lsq]); 
         
        fprintf('\n'); 
        disp(['At 4500 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(1)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(1))]); 
        disp(['At 5000 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(2)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(2))]); 



 

        disp(['At 5500 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(3)), ' dT = ', 
num2str(dT(3))]); 

        disp(['At 5800 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(4)), ' dT = ', 
num2str(dT(4))]); 

        disp(['At 6000 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(5)), ' dT = ', 
num2str(dT(5))]); 

        disp(['At 6250 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(6)), ' dT = ', 
num2str(dT(6))]); 

        disp(['At 6500 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(7)), ' dT = ', 
num2str(dT(7))]); 

        fprintf('\n'); 
         
        dev = vecCorr - evalp; 
        [pm, sm, mum] = polyfit(metCorr, dev, 1); 
         
        pmMet = linspace(min(metCorr), max(metCorr), 10000)'; 
        pmVec = polyval(pm, pmMet, sm, mum); 
  
        plot(metCorr, dev, 'xk', pmMet, pmVec, '-b'); 
        title(['LDR ', num2str(valLDR(i)), ' after SC']); 
        xlabel('metallicity [Fe/H]'); 
        ylabel('deviation from polynomial'); 
         
        SG = figure; 
        SGPos = [SS(3)/2 - figPos(3)/2, SS(4)/2 - figPos(4), figPos(3), 

figPos(4)]; 
        set(SG, 'OuterPosition', SGPos); 
         
        pm = polytrans(pm, mum); 
        [a0m, err_a0m, a1m, err_a1m] = polyparerror(pm, metCorr, dev); 
  
        disp('Metallicity'); 
         
        disp(['a1 = ', num2str(a1m), ' with an error ', num2str(err_a1m) 

]); 
        fprintf('\n'); 
         
        if abs(a1m)/err_a1m <= 1 
            disp('Independent'); 
        elseif abs(a1m)/err_a1m > 1 && abs(a1m)/err_a1m < 2 
            disp('Approximately independent'); 
        else 
            disp('Dependent'); 
        end 
         
        fprintf('\n'); 
         
        [pg, sg, mug] = polyfit(lggCorr, dev, 1); 
         
        pgLgg = linspace(min(lggCorr), max(lggCorr), 10000)'; 
        pgVec = polyval(pg, pgLgg, sg, mug); 
         
        plot(lggCorr, dev, 'xk', pgLgg, pgVec, '-b'); 
        title(['LDR ', num2str(valLDR(i)), ' after SC']); 
        xlabel('surface gravity [cm/s^2]'); 
        ylabel('deviation from polynomial'); 
         
        pg = polytrans(pg, mug); 
        [a0g, err_a0g, a1g, err_a1g] = polyparerror(pg, lggCorr, dev); 



 

  
        disp('Surface gravity'); 
         
        disp(['a1 = ', num2str(a1g), ' with an error ', num2str(err_a1g) 

]); 
        fprintf('\n'); 
         
        if abs(a1g)/err_a1g <= 1 
            disp('Independent'); 
        elseif abs(a1g)/err_a1g > 1 && abs(a1g)/err_a1g < 2 
            disp('Approximately independent'); 
        else 
            disp('Dependent'); 
        end 
             
        fprintf('\n'); 
  
        K = waitforbuttonpress; 
         
        while K < 1 
            K = waitforbuttonpress; 
        end 
        close('all'); 
    end 
         
     
elseif val == 3 
    compLDR = input('Create a vector with the LDRs you want to compare\n'); 
     
    fprintf('\n'); 
     
    for i = 1:length(compLDR) 
         
        vec = data(:, compLDR(i)+3); 
        a = find(vec~=-1); 
        vecCorr = vec(a); 
         
        TeffCorr = Teff(a); 
        metCorr = met(a); 
        lggCorr = lgg(a); 
         
        [p, s, mu] = polyfit(TeffCorr, vecCorr, degrees(compLDR(i)) ); 
         
        evalp = polyval(p, TeffCorr, s, mu); 
         
        %Sigma Clipping 
         
        ndr = 0; 
  
        la = 1; 
  
        while la ~= 0 
  
            av = mean(vecCorr);     
            var = 1/length(vecCorr)*sum((vecCorr-av).^2); 
            sdev = sqrt(var); 
  



 

            for j = 1:length(vecCorr) 
               if abs(vecCorr(j)-evalp(j)) > 3*sdev 
                   vecCorr(j) = -1; 
                   ndr = ndr + 1; 
               end 
            end 
  
            lb = length(vecCorr); 
            e = find(vecCorr~=-1); 
            vecCorr = vecCorr(e); 
            TeffCorr = TeffCorr(e); 
            metCorr = metCorr(e); 
            lggCorr = lggCorr(e); 
  
            if lb == length(vecCorr) 
                la = 0; 
            end 
  
            [p, s, mu]  = polyfit(TeffCorr, vecCorr, degrees(compLDR(i)) ); 
            evalp = polyval(p, TeffCorr, s, mu); 
  
        end 
         
        figure; 
        hist(TeffCorr, 30); 
        title(['LDR ', num2str(compLDR(i)), ' after SC']); 
        xlabel('Effective temperature [K]'); 
        ylabel('Number of data points'); 
         
        SS = get(0, 'ScreenSize'); 
  
        fig = figure; 
        position = get(fig,'Position'); 
        outerpos = get(fig,'OuterPosition'); 
        borders = outerpos - position; 
        edge = -borders(1)/2; 
         
        figPos = [SS(3)/2 - SS(4)/2, SS(4)/2, SS(4)/2, SS(4)/(2*1.1262)]; 
        set(fig, 'OuterPosition', figPos); 
  
        pTeff = linspace(min(TeffCorr), max(TeffCorr), 10000)'; 
        pVec = polyval(p, pTeff, s, mu); 
         
        plot(TeffCorr, vecCorr , 'xk', pTeff, pVec, '-b'); 
        title(['LDR ', num2str(compLDR(i)), ' after SC']); 
        xlabel('Effective temperature [K]'); 
        ylabel('LDR'); 
         
        MET = figure; 
        METPos = [figPos(1) + figPos(3), figPos(2), figPos(3), figPos(4)]; 
        set(MET, 'OuterPosition', METPos); 
         
        lsq = sum((vecCorr - evalp).^2); 
         
        distPos = abs(vecCorr-evalp); 
        average = mean(distPos); 
         
        nd = length(vecCorr); 



 

         
        p1 = polytrans(p, mu); 
        derp1 = polyder(p1); 
  
        derp1Lin = polyval(derp1, pTeff); 
        number = 0; 
  
        for l = 1:length(derp1Lin) 
            if abs(derp1Lin(l)) > 0.001 
                number = number + 1; 
            end 
        end 
         
        percentage = number*100/length(derp1Lin); 
         
        x = [4500, 5000, 5500, 5800, 6000, 6250, 6500]; 
  
        dLDRdT = polyval(derp1, x); 
        dT = 1./(dLDRdT*100); 
         
        fprintf('%-15s%-20s%-13s%-15s%-15s\n', 'LDR number', '# of data 

points', '% gradient', 'Mean distance', 'Square deviation'); 
        fprintf('%8i%22i%13.2f%15.2f%16.2f\n', [compLDR(i), nd, percentage, 

average, lsq]); 
         
        fprintf('\n'); 
        disp(['At 4500 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(1)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(1))]); 
        disp(['At 5000 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(2)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(2))]); 
        disp(['At 5500 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(3)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(3))]); 
        disp(['At 5800 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(4)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(4))]); 
        disp(['At 6000 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(5)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(5))]); 
        disp(['At 6250 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(6)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(6))]); 
        disp(['At 6500 K dLDR/dT = ', num2str(dLDRdT(7)), ' dT = ', 

num2str(dT(7))]); 
        fprintf('\n'); 
         
        dev = vecCorr - evalp; 
        [pm, sm, mum] = polyfit(metCorr, dev, 1); 
         
        pmMet = linspace(min(metCorr), max(metCorr), 10000)'; 
        pmVec = polyval(pm, pmMet, sm, mum); 
  
        plot(metCorr, dev, 'xk', pmMet, pmVec, '-b'); 
        title(['LDR ', num2str(compLDR(i)), ' after SC']); 
        xlabel('metallicity [Fe/H]'); 
        ylabel('deviation from polynomial'); 
         
        SG = figure; 
        SGPos = [SS(3)/2 - figPos(3)/2, SS(4)/2 - figPos(4), figPos(3), 

figPos(4)]; 
        set(SG, 'OuterPosition', SGPos); 
         
        pm = polytrans(pm, mum); 



 

        [a0m, err_a0m, a1m, err_a1m] = polyparerror(pm, metCorr, dev); 
  
        disp('Metallicity'); 
        disp(['a1 = ', num2str(a1m), ' with an error ', num2str(err_a1m) 

]); 
        fprintf('\n'); 
         
        if abs(a1m)/err_a1m <= 1 
            disp('Independent'); 
        elseif abs(a1m)/err_a1m > 1 && abs(a1m)/err_a1m < 2 
            disp('Approximately independent'); 
        else 
            disp('Dependent'); 
        end 
         
        fprintf('\n'); 
         
        [pg, sg, mug] = polyfit(lggCorr, dev, 1); 
         
        pgLgg = linspace(min(lggCorr), max(lggCorr), 10000)'; 
        pgVec = polyval(pg, pgLgg, sg, mug); 
         
        plot(lggCorr, dev, 'xk', pgLgg, pgVec, '-b'); 
        title(['LDR ', num2str(compLDR(i)), ' after SC']); 
        xlabel('surface gravity [cm/s^2]'); 
        ylabel('deviation from polynomial'); 
         
        pg = polytrans(pg, mug); 
        [a0g, err_a0g, a1g, err_a1g] = polyparerror(pg, lggCorr, dev); 
  
        disp('Surface gravity'); 
        disp(['a1 = ', num2str(a1g), ' with an error ', num2str(err_a1g) 

]); 
        fprintf('\n'); 
         
        if abs(a1g)/err_a1g <= 1 
            disp('Independent'); 
        elseif abs(a1g)/err_a1g > 1 && abs(a1g)/err_a1g < 2 
            disp('Approximately independent'); 
        else 
            disp('Dependent'); 
        end 
  
        fprintf('\n'); 
         
    end 
     
    K = waitforbuttonpress; 
     
    while K < 1 
        K = waitforbuttonpress; 
    end 
    close('all'); 
     
else 
    disp('Invalid choice!'); 
end 
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